Dozen Injured by Terror Attack in
Midtown Manhattan
Trump Tower, Empire State Building and Times Square...

What we know so far:

What we don’t know:
- Motivation of two suspects

This is a developing story.

What We Know

What We Don’t Know

- Twelve people have been injured; two are in
critical condition
- Two suspected men have been arrested
- Undetonated bomb discovered at Trump
Tower
- Fires happened from 4:33 to 5:10
- Subways are closed
- Block of 56th Street closed
- Streets around fire locations are blocked

- Bombs were not confirmed
- No suspects
- No motivation

“We have to be vigilant. All signs point to the act of a terrorist in planting bombs at
three of the city’s landmarks.” —Mayor Bill De Blasio

4:33 pm: Trump Tower

5:01pm:
Walgreen’s

5:10pm: Empire State
Building

Trump Tower
An explosion and fire at Trump Tower was reported at 4:33 p.m. The building is on lockdown,
with barricades set up the surrounding area. Streets around the area are blocked due to
emergency vehicles.

Blocking streets at 725 5th Ave. - Associated Press

At least one person was injured.

Injured person from 725 5th Ave. being moved from building - twitter image

Later, police discovered an undetonated explosive device, which contained a pressure cooker. It is
unclear if similar devices were used in the other attacks. The bomb failed to detonate because of a
loose wire on the right side.

Empire State Building
Onlookers heard an explosion, and a fire was reported at 5:10 p.m.
Schematic of the device - FBI

Outside 350 5th Ave. - Associated Press
Firetrucks arrived on the scene. The investigation is focused on a men’s bathroom on the 59th floor.

Outside 350 5th Ave. - Associated Press

The communications firm representing the Empire State Building has provided this schematic of
the 59th floor for reporters.

Times Square
At 5:01 p.m., onlookers saw smoke and fire coming from the nearby Walgreens.

Reports of explosions could be heard.

Smoke from Walgreen - twitter
Emergency medical teams responded to the threats to provide treatment.

